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him :  its political aspect was for him less important than
the larger moral issue.   The idea of the rehabilitation of
Poland had acquired the attraction of a moral task. He
was not a quick thinker, and certainly not a superficial one;
but oner, an idea struck him as being of decisive importance,
he would hold to it, contemplate it and try to find a solution
that would satisfy both his theories of justice and his morgl
beliefs.   One coulcl reasonably expect the seed to grow
which Paderewski had planted in that heavy but fertile
soil*
vn
Tlxis contact with the Prcsidentof the United States was the
most far-reaching event of Paderewsld's waryeaxsinAmerica.
It developed into a friendship of decisive importance, both
to Poland and to the future map of Europe.   Early in
1916, through the industrialist, Robert Wooley, Paderewski
had met President Wilson's most intimate friend and adviser,
Colonel Edward Mandell House.   House was attracted
by Padcrewski's charm.   The brilliant enthusiastic Pole
contrasted so strikingly with the silent matter-of-fact House
that the latter enjoyed the acquaintance of Paderewski as
something unusual  and  entertaining.   Soon after their
first meeting House had introduced Paderewski to President
Wilson and his wife.   He had been asked to dinner and
Mrs. Wilson had been charmed from the very first.   It
seemed certain that the hostess of the White House and her
Polish guest would become friends.
The contact with Colonel House soon developed into a
very intimate friendship, and the two men were in constant
touch with each other. Frequently House would drop in
between tea and dinner to discuss with Paderewski the latest
political developments and the situation of the European
fronts. In House's own words : they " pored over maps—
his maps and mine—of Central and Eastern Europe, and
together we traced what we thought should be a homo-
geneous Poland. , . . The Poland we outlined during those

